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The SATFORD Houss-Çost-Etfective
Integrated Design of Tlrermal
Envelope and Mass
PJ. Websterr Ptl.D. G.P. Kcctlc

ABSTRACl

The íALFoRD house proied was undenakcn to re.solve

the combined problems of condensat ion, thermal discomfort,

and hígh heating costs experienced in 'traditional' dwel'
lings owrwd by Salford Ciry Council in northwest England,
which has a temperate climqte with damp, cool winters.

Houses were buìlt st an economical cost to a new low-
energy design that incorporates a large thermal storage
capacity contained within a highly i¡tculated envelope. Both
insulatíon and mass are aboutfour times the normal, gìvíng
a long thermal tíme constant of days rather than hours. All
internal sudaces st6y warm, cotùensation ís no longer a

problem, and comfort is considerably íncreased. Space-

heating energy use is qbout a third of that for equivalent
houses built to cunent U.K. Buildìng Regulatiors. The

design is inherently resistant to rot, fire, noße transmis'
sion, and. vandalism, is applicablc to most dwellings in
temperate climates, atd coul.d be adapted to an stended
climatic range.

TN:TRODt,'CT¡Oìl

Salford City Council owns some 40,000 tenanted
dwellings. A signifrrcant number of these, of various ages

and of typical, poorly insulated U.K. designs, suffered from
the related problems of condensation and mold growth,
principally on the inner surfaces of external walls. The
steep rise in fuel costs over the past two decades has

exacerbated the problem, particularly for low-income
families unable to afford to heat their homes adequately.

There was an urgent need for new, more suitable house
designs with a much lower space-heating requirement that
were also resistant to condensation and subsequent decay.

The City Council approached the local university to jointly
design a new low-energy dwelling that would solve the

above problems.

Deelgn Speclllcatlonr

ln addition to their immediate problems, the City
Council was concerned with long-term economic, social,
and euvironmental aspects and required the new house
design to meet the following specifications:

l. The initial capital cost of the dwelling should be no

more than that of a standard dwelling of similar size.

2. It must he built using standard construction methods

and materials.

3. The houses must place no limitations on the normal

living patterns of the tenants.

4. Energy conzumption should be substantially lower than

that of existing housing.
5. Maintena¡ce costs should be no higher than those of

existing housing.
6. The dwelling should be flexible concerning the type of

fuel and heating appliances used.

BAC¡CCROUND TO UK HOUSING

Ttre U.ß. Gllnate

The climate of the United Kingdom is temperate, with
generally wann summers and cool, damp winters' Although

moderately hot and cold spells do occur, it is unusual for
them to last for more than a few days. In the northwest of
England, where Salford is situated, the average number of
days nnnually where the mean nighttime temperature stays

below freezing is 16. Only once per year on average does

this drop below -5oC. In summer the temperature does not

often rise much above 25oC for more than a few days and

to reach 30"C is exceptional. Precipitation is in the region

of 1,000 rnm per year falling year-round. An important

feature of the climate is extended periods of dampness in

winþr that are conducive to mold growth on inside wall

zurfaces and to rot in timbers.

nTradltlonal" U.lg Houce Design

A multiplicity of regionally variant house designs has

been used in the U.K. throughout time. Common features

over recent decades have been tiled pitched roofs and

load-bearing external walls with an outer skin of brick, a

50-mm cavity to prevent direct water penetration, and a
lightweight aerated concrete block inner leaf that provides

some degree of low<ost insulation. Over the past twenty

years, government has, through the U.K. Building Regula-

tions, attempted to increase, incrementally, the thermal

efficiency of new dasigns by limiting the maximum per-
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mitted thermal transmittance. Since 1976, when the thermal

regulations were first introduced, maximum U-values for
external walls and roofs have been reduced from 1.0 and

0.6 V/m-2K-1, respectively, through 0.6 and 0.35 Wm-2K I

in 1982 to the current 0.45 and 0.25 rWm-2K I introduced

in 1990.
Internally, ground floors are often of concrete, uninsu-

lated, and built directly on the ground, separated only by a

damp-proof membrane. Upper floors are usually of timber
construction, with floorboards on wooden joists. The

fenestration is generally single-glazed, although double-

glazing is becoming more common. There is no specific

requirement for double-glazing in the 1990 Building Regula-

tions.

Ul( Ttn¡bepfra¡ned Dertgn

In the past decade, a significant proportion of new

housing has been built using a timber-frame structure as the

inner leaf of the external wall. This ligbtweight inner leaf

is made. of plasterboard, glass-fiber insulation, plywood
board, and a damp-proof membrane. The ouþr leaf of the

external wall is usually of brick, making the houses visually
indistinguishable from a traditional design. The advantage

of this method of construction is that, with no mortar and

plaster involved in the inner leaf, drying-out time is
virtually sliminated, which, with partial prefabricetion,

allows for faster construction. In addition, they may be iess

expensive to build and often have better therrral insulation

than traditional designs. In the U.K. the use of timber for
external cladding is unusual excePt for srnall decorative

panels.

Heattng ltethod.

ln general in the U.K. there are two methods of space

heating. One is a hydronic system using natural gas as the

primary fuel or sometimes fuel oil. Hot water, produced by
a boiler, is pumped around two parallel circuits. One beets

the domestic hot water indirectly via a heat-exchanger in a
calorifier where it is stored, and the other is a two-pipe ring
to which pressed-steel panel radiators, usually located on

external walls and under windows to compensate for fabric

losses and cold downdrafts, are connected. The controls are

simple, typically an on-off boiler programmer and a single

room thermostat located in the r¡,ain living room or hall.

This form of heating is found in some 7O% of dwellings.

The second method uses "off-peak" electricity. The domes-

tic hot water is produced using an electric immersion heater

in a calorifier, and the rooms are he¡ted independently

using electric 'storage" beaters. These insulated heaters,

with a high thermal capacity core, are switched to be on

overnight when there is a discount tariff for electricity but,

because of their deliberately long thermal time constant,

emit most of their heat during the daytime hours. The

h-.aicrs have a manual override if required and can incor-
porirta iorced convection'

Loc¡l Authortt¡l llourlng

Local authorities in the U.K. are charged with p:o-

viding re¡tal accommodations for the local populace who

cånnot afford to buy their own homes (legally, the involun-

tarily homeless). Thase generally include the most dissd-

vantaged members of the community, includingpeople who

live on very limited budgets, for example, some old ¡nd

single-parent familiqs. The Housing Act implias thet the

Locel Authority can be sued by the tenant if it does not

provide housing suitable for the purpose. This cen include

dwellings with condensation problems or tbat are difficult
to heat economically ûo acceptable levels, which c¡n

become a legal and financial burden on the authority.

THE SATJORI' HOUSE

Derign Phtloro¡lhY

The objectives of the design were to substantially

reduce heating costs and to eliminate condensation but allow

flexibility in the choice of heating systems while using

traditional materials and construction methods and keeping

maintenance and construction costs within standard limits.
The principal heat losses in U'K. houses are via

conductive transfer through the external fabric and via

natural ventilation. Significant reductions in heat loss

through the envelope can be achieved by increa.sing the

insulation and in ventilation losses by improving the

airtightness of the dwelling so that efficient control may þ
exercised.

The problem of mold growth is usually due Ûo persis-

tent dampness caused by condensation on the colder parts

of the internal fabric or on sreas with little or no air

movement. It can largely be eliminated by careful, detailed

design, by the avoidance of 'cold bridging,' by perma-

nently increasing intemal surface temperatures, and by

increased ventilation-particularly by mechanical extraction

of moist air from rooms such as kitchens and bathrooms.

These latter two measures, if not accompanied by other

changes, can result in unacceptably large incre¿ses in

energy consumption.
The amount of heat energy stored in the fabric of a

dwelling is determined by its temperah¡re and its thermal

capacity. The thermal capacity, coupled with the thermal

transmittance, also determines the therrnal time constant that

governs tbe rate and extent to which the temperature inside

a building changes with respect to varying heat input or

external conditions. lrVell-insulated buildingsof high thermal

capacity are charactenznd by long time constants and

thermal stability, whereas lightweight buildings have ¡ fast

response that, if not controlled, leads to large and rapid

fluctuations of temperature. As the specific heats of most

building materials are much the same, the thermal capacity

of a dwelling is roughly proportional to the mass within the

insulation. Thus timber-framed designs, with little msss
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inside the insulation envelope' are of particularly low

tterm¡l capacity and have a fast therm¡l resPonse'
- The s¡,r-rono design incorporates s very high mass

Elernent¡ oÊ tl¡e Dellg¡

hsulation A high standard of insulation, substantially

above the U.K. Building Regulations, is included in the

thane granular insulation
inner leaf is dense con

leading to a U-value of 0
floor is a sealed cavitY,

mm. at the perimeter, which may he filled with insulation'

reducing heat transfer to the ground'

Thermal CaPaci caPacitY.is

deliberately achieved lesf of the

external wâlls and the d the floors

from dense concret€ components. The floors are of sus-

pended concrete beams with block infill finished with a 75

mm sand-cement screed, a total thickne'ss of 215 mm, and

the internal walls are built from lO0-mm-thick dense

concrete blocks. The total mass within the inzulation

envelope is some 40 tons for a two-bedroom house' This

"o.p"i* with about lO tons for a recent traditionally built

house and 2.5 tons for a U.K' timber-framed dwelling'

Fenest¡ation The amount of glazing and the sizp and

positioning of the'windows are

Proprietary dual-glazed sliding
casement frames are fitted. The

an economical price. Each unit has a Perrianent trickle

ventilation slot in the head and a drainage channnel to the

exterior.

Ventilation The construction method, combined with

weather-stripping
airtightness well
control is simple
bination of the tri
in the kitchen and bathroom. The extract fans can be run

continuously at low speed-and be linked to a heat recovery

system, ot ih"y can be manually switched or controlled by

a humidistat.

Heating Systens One of the main advantages of the

highly insuiated, high therrnl capacity construction is the

nexiúrtity it provides in choice of heating system (Randell

Section through a *ALF1RD house slwwing the

high moss interior a¡ú insuhted envelope'
Fígurc I

1983). Li ghtweight buildings require fiist-rasponse beating

sysæms, tut heavyweight buildingg can employ either fast

o, ,to* systems. Tha capacity of the new heavyweight

dasign to absorb he¡t 'and to moderate fluctr¡ations i¡
inæÃal tempersture allows the use of either continuous

low-grade heat or intermittent high-grade heeting or a

comtination of the two. This has been demonstrated during

the project by the large range of heating t-rytt* that heve

U""o 
""t"¿ 

successfully to heat the dwellings' including

systems as diverse as off-peak-iariff electric storage heat

prr.pt supplying low-grade heat through embedded heating

"oifr 
i" tn" fi*Ã and ty warmed air to gas convecÙors end

individual solid-fuel room heaters' To minimize costs while

giving occuPants maximum control, heating in the latest

io"*l is usually by one or two conveniently sitr¡¡ted

room-sealed gas convectors that can be thermost¡ticslly

controlled or-nranually operated' Heat is dispersed üo tbe

rest of the house by convection and conduction'

Capttal Coæ Cotúlr.rllon'

Estimates of the capital cost of a sALFoRD design house

indicated that it should be closely comparable to that of a

traditional house built to Salford City Council's stqndards'

Bids fór the construction of 22 houses to the new dasign

-and also to a traditional design-were simullaneously

.invited. The bid ranges overlapped, but on sverage the bids

for the new design were'7 96 above those for comparabll'

traditional designi, with the lowest new design bid' '*hith
was the one aõepted, 1% beneath the aúerage bid for the

traditional houses. It is thought that the difference between

thetwosetsofbidsisduetothecontractors'unfamiliarity
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with the design of th
major replication, the

ence was gained. The
thÀt the overcost in
simpler, smaller, and less expensive heating systems that

are needed.

Energy ConcurnPtlonr

For a design day (20"C internal, -1oC external) the

rate of heat loss of a typical three-bedroom sALFoR'D house

is2.25kW. In the trials, constånt comfort levels well above

the U.K. norm for housing were achieved but with consi-

derably lower energy consumptions' The average energy

used ão he¿t a two-bedroom SALFoRD house was 10'6

GJ/year, some 37 % of that required by a dwelling of

si-il", size built to the current U.K. Building Regulations'

Figure 2 compares the typical energy use of sinilarly sized

dwellings built ø recent U'K. Building Regulations'

PERFORIìIANCE M OXTTORING

Internal Condltlon¡

Tbe internal conditions of the dwellings were monit'ored

over I period of 18 months as part of a govemment

demonstration scheme (Webster 1987)' Overall itwas found

that occupants were able to ms

Þmperature, humiditY, and

satisfaction with the internal

both cold and'warm weather. Exceptional therm¡l stability

and equable temperatures both day and nigþt were a feature

performance of the house.

was not continuouslY
of the internal zurfaces

, excePt on the window

panes in extremelY cold

having passive ventilato
kitchens and bath¡ooms an

as de.sired enabled the occupants to control the inæmal

environment adequately and economically'

temperatures
dropped by j
switched off,
of the rrassi
fluctuations normally experienced due to the diurnal temper-

sorbed in the high thermal capacity of the internal structure'

Cooling can be achieved simply by opening windows to

increase ventilation rates.

Mainten¡nec Cost¡

Costs-in-use for the dwellings were low' The buildings

are made mostly from materials of nonorganic origin' brick'

concret€, and blown fiber, and thus are inherently resistant

to rot and damp. All external wood in the window frames

is treated with a microporous stain and has a claimed design

life of 40 years. Salford City Council is of the opinion' on

presently accumulated evideuce, that these dwellings should

il"u" 
" 

lower ahnnual maintenance cost than their tradition-

ally built dwellings.

Other Fcstúße¡

Fe¡tures that are important to providers of m¡ss

housing for the underprivileged in society- include fire'

ooise, Ld vandal resistance. The sllt-ronp dwellings have

little timber or steel in their design and are thus more

resistant to fire than traditional or timber-framed designs'

Noise transmission is greatly reduced due to tbe m¡ssive

construction, whicb also resists physical att'ack'

GJ
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Average annual monitored energy use for a

;ALFzRD house compared with calculated use

for equivalent houses built to U.K. Building

Regulations.

SALFORD

IìUILDING REGULATIONS

1976 r985 1990
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DlscussloN

ther¡¡¡l Rer¡ronrc

Mathematical Anatysis The steady-st'rte transfer of heat by

conductiontoorfromadwellingcanbecalculatedusing
the elemental method. This can be reduced to

Qc = -Kc. B (1)

where K" is the total house conductance end 0 is the

difference between the inside and outside temperatures' The

ventilation losses similarly can be expressed as

4u= -Ku.o Q)

flow

rate hest

loss s the

sum qf these two values,

Q = Çlc+qv = -(K"+Kr)0 = -K0 (3)

where K is the total house transmittance'

In reality, the steady strte is never achieved' æ

external temperatures vary with the diurnal and annr¡¡l

temperature cYcles.'The 
basic physical relationship between heat loss a¡d

temperature change of an isothermal body over time is

given by 
(4)

Q=M.C.dïldt=w.d0ldt.
For a well-insulated house, M would be the mass

within the insulation envelope, C is the mean specific heat

capacity of the building material, and their product, IV' is

the thermal capacitY of the house.

Combining Equations 3 and 4 gives

de Mt = -(Ktw).o. (5)

A frnite difference between internal and exterual

temperatures is maintained,
to incidental gains from the

radiation. This difference
typically 4,5 K, i.e., to maintain a design temperature of

ZO"C, .p""" heating can be discontinued when the ambient

external air temperature reaches 15.5"C' This temperature'

1¡, is the 'degree{ay' base temperature used for com-

parisons in the U.K.

Thus, integrating Equation 5 and allowing for this

factor, we have

T = (T,-Tr+T6)*(\-Tò.e-Ktw (6)

wbere I is the i¡ternal temperature at time t after the

heating system is turned off, and T, atd To are the initial

internal and external temperatures.

The rate of heat loss can be redefined by combining

Equations4and6giving

e = K(TB-To)'e-Kttw (7)

q = K(Ts-To)v-tttr (8)

where f'¡ is the therrnal time constant of the house' Vy'/K'

The theånd 'half-life," tfl, being the time taken for a house

to lose half its stored úät assuming s constant outside

temperature, is related to the t'¡ by the equation

tH=bo'tr=o'693tt' (9)

TABLE 1

Thermal Parametels for
U.K. Two-Bedroom Housing Desigrs

Tr¡ditional
Timber-
Framed SALFORD

lnærnal mass (tons)

Therm¡l capacitY (Ml'X- t,

Design{aY heat loss ftW)
Degree{aY baee ("C)
Toul transmittEnce (W'K- r)

Thermal time consont (hourt)

Thermal halflife ftoun)

l0
l0
I

15.5

4E5

5.7
4.0

2.5
2.5
4

l4
261

2.6
1.8

,10

40
2

I1.5
r61
ó6
6
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Fígure 3 Catculate¿ temperature chunges in U.K. Fígun 4

houses u¡úer winter deqign co¡tditiotts (-1"C
outside) alter the heating has been switched

oî.

insulation is halved. It must, however, be recognized that

the savings are only m¿de because internal temperatures are

allowed to fall, sometimes considerably' This will increase

the risk of condensation and mÂy be unaccePtable if the

house is continuously occupied-by the old or by families

with young children for example. The s¡l-rono house in

contrast maint¿ins a stesdy temperature for long periods and

has an almost constant but low hr'¡t loss for days inespec-

tive of whether the heating is intermittent or continuous'

ow the typical degreedaY base of
es the energY consumPtion for a

gas with that of a similarlY hested

house of traditional design with a 15.5'C degreeday base

and a better insulated house, such as one of timber-frame

construction, with a degreeday base of 14"C' Not only

does the SALFoRD house consume much less energy, but it
has a much lower degree{ay base of 11.5"C' Conse-

quently, the length of the heating s€ason is reduced to about

fãur or five months. If houses to the standard of the new

design are replicated in large numbers, it will have signiñ-

caniimplications for the energy supply industrie's both in

terms of quantity and time of delivery.

681012141618202221
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Heetlng Syrûernr

Lightweight dwellings, because of tbeir short therm¡l

time cònstants, need heating systems that respond et a fast

rate üo rapidly re-heat the dwelling when cooling and t'o

swiæh off directly when overheating' Slow-response

systems, such as underfloor
would lag behind the thermal

resulting in large temPerature

high-grade heating systems, such as high-temperature

,"ãi-t or medium-temperature hydronic systems with direct

controls, can be employed. These systeru can only use

e immediatelY vulnerable to

supplY or to failure. Tbe

reduced heating requirement

periods.

the He¡tlng Sca.on

In the U.K. overall, the heating seåson traditionally

lasts for about seven months, for the period that the aversge

o 2 4 6 8 ro't2 14 16 18 20 22 24

Time (hous)

Cølculated heat loss rues for U.K. houses

u¡tder winter design conditions (- I 'C outside)

afier the heating has been switched off.
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Exrenral Tcrnpraturc ('C)

Monirored energy cottsumPtion in u s,lLFoRD

house vs. outside temperstures, averaged over

fonnightly intervals , compared with cslculated

consumpt¡on for a traditional atù a typical

t i mb er-fr arne co ns trucl io n.
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coNCLUSIONS
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